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SKILL CHECK
odd & even
sequencing

skip counting
addition
subtraction

SAMPLE PREVIEW

SAMPLE PREVIEW
Independent Practice: laminate the sheets and cut out

the counters on the bottom. Place in a tabbed envelope or
baggie with an expo/vis-à-vis marker. Place the problem
solving activities in a math station/center for kids to work
through independently. This option would save you on copies
and provide students with multiple opportunities for
continued practice & reinforcement.

Math Notebooks: the printables included in this packet would be

great to include in student portfolios and/or math notebooks. Just
cut out and glue to the pages inside of each notebook.

Practice Booklets: Select the skill sheets you want for your kids
to practice, bind together in a booklet {staple, binding machine, etc.},
and encourage students to work through their booklets
independently as a math station/tub or anchor activity.

SAMPLE PREVIEW
Homework: If you are required to send homework home with

your kids, these printables would be perfect for at-home practice.
Make sure provide your students with resources to help them
problem solve without your assistance (number line, etc.)

Small Group Intervention: the printables in this packet are a great

supplemental resource for you to use as a small group intervention piece.
Work through the problems together while you model problem solving
strategies as well as provide students with the opportunity to work through
them independently.

Whole Group: In addition to being a great small group supplemental

resource, these printables would also be appropriate to use in a whole group
setting as well. Display your copy on an overhead/document camera and walk
through each problem solving step/strategy with your students as they
complete the activity WITH you.
Don’t forget about morning work, too!

Name:______________________

Something to
CROW About!
There were some crows on the
scarecrow. 4 more crows landed on
the scarecrow and now there are 9
crows on the scarecrow altogether.
How many crows were on the
scarecrow to begin with?
I can write a number sentence
to show my thinking.
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Name:_________________________

PARALLEL Pilots

The pilots both flew an EVEN amount of jets.

How many jets did the pilots
fly altogether?
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Name:________________________________

Let’s Give Thanks For

SEQUENCING

I can SEQUENCE a set of EVEN numbers from least to greatest.

LEAST

GREATEST
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The fonts, clipart, and frames in this product are from these talented
graphic designers/artists. If you want more activities just like the
ones featured in this preview, consider adding my “Printable Practice
Problem Solving” packet to your resources! The full version contains
these type of activities and MORE!
You can also visit me at http://thefirstgradeparade.blogspot.com for
more acivity ideas as well as free printables and more!

Happy Teaching!
Cara Carroll ~ The First Grade Parade

